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I sculpted the Banyan trees in Zbrush,retopoed in Topogun, 

unwrapped  for the texture  artist and made it ready for the 

match movers and the layout guys. 

I was part of the preproduction for the meerkat on Life of Pi. 

I had sculpted the meerkat  and got it approved from the 

VFX sup .I was also involved in making it ready for 

production .Also worked on the blendshapes under 

direction of my Sup. 

I had modeled the Lincoln model in maya from few 

photographs provided. Scans were not allowed at that time. 

So I had just used photographs. The model was done in the 

sitting position but later it was decided that he is going to 

walk around. So I had to make him stand and model the rest 

of the body. 

I worked on the Low polygon models of the cityscape for the 

matte painters  to paint on.  



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

I had worked on the blendshapes under the direction of Art-

Director and Animator's Drawings to get the cartoony shapes. 

I also modeled the Helmet for Alvin. 

worked on the facial changes for the Fairy model and also 

worked on the facial blendshapes . 

Polygon modeled the character using Concept art. 

I was involved in preproduction designing for  EBDad rabbit. 

Zbrush was used  for quick turnarounds and making major 

changes before finalizing.  



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Rest all in the showreel  is my Personal work which I keep updating to improve my skills and develop new techniques 

that can help the studio. 

polygon modeled the whole sleigh vehicle using the drawings 

provided.  

same as the EB Dad character, I was involved in 

preproduction designing for  Phil . Zbrush was used 

extensively to make quick changes in the sculpts. 

.  

made the digital double of brucebanner from photographs . 

Scans were not good so they were used only to maintain 

correct volume rest was polygon modeling. Digital double was 

used during his transition from human to Hulk. 

.  

3 modelers were involved in the making of the Hummer 

because of the tight deadline. I worked on the whole 

undercarriage of the vehicle. 

.  


